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Local Firm Receives Recognition from its Copenhagen Partner

C.A.M. Corp. Marks 15 Years of Business Support with Augrin Software of Denmark

LAKELAND, Mich., Sept. 27, 2007 - Computer Asset Management Corporation (C.A.M. Corp.) in
Lakeland was presented with a Gold Achievement Award by Lisbeth Andersen, CEO of Augrin
Software, based in Denmark. The award was given in recognition of C.A.M. Corp.’s  exceptional 
support of the EasyCopy suite of Imaging Solution software over the past 15 years to customers in
General Motors, Chrysler, Ford, Honda, Mitsubishi and their Tier 1 suppliers.

The Gold Achievement Award was presented to C.A.M. Corp. President David K. Brownlee during
a recent stateside visit by Augrin Software executives.

“Our customers depend on EasyCopy software to make their design work run smoothly and 
efficiently. We depend on C.A.M. Corp. team visits to client sites to not only assess current needs,
but to anticipate future requirements and handle field calls from our users,” said Andersen of 
Augrin. “Consulting regularly with C.A.M. Corp. has assisted our developer staff at Augrin 
Software to streamline any software enhancements.” 

C.A.M. Corp. has been serving manufacturing and industrial clients with imaging technology since
1974. In 1992, C.A.M. Corp. teamed up with software developer Augrin Software of Copenhagen,
Denmark to be a U.S. distributor of the EasyCopy software line for the UNIX, Linux and Microsoft
Windows platforms and provide help desk functions to users.

EasyCopy provides engineers and technical professionals a user-friendly interface to create design
reviews or training documentation. The software features easy-to-use hot-keys and montage
capabilities, including annotation, to easily communicate complex color images and diagrams for
print, e-mail or movie (avi formats). Prior to the creation of EasyCopy, users required many
applications to prepare a design review session–a process now easily accomplished with the single,
cost-effective application offered by EasyCopy.

C.A.M. Corporation is located at 4730 E. M-36 Hwy. in Lakeland, Mich. For more information, call
(810) 231-2883, e-mail sales@camcorpusa.com or visit www.camcorpusa.com.
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